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OSHA and Combustible Dust:
Standards and Solutions
The risks of combustible dust are not
new. But the dangers are still very real.
Truth be told, the dangers can be dramatically reduced, if not virtually eliminated.
Read more on page 18

Flap Valves: Standards,
Applications, and Limitations

T h e S o u r c e f o r D r y P r o c e s s i n g a n d B u l k H a n d l i n g Te c h n o l o g y

Flap valves are relatively new in the
North American market and gaining wide
acceptance. It is only recently that they
have been included in NFPA 69 Standard
on Explosion Prevention Systems, 2014
Edition.
Read more on page 30

Expect More from a
Horizontal Shaft Impactor
The mineral processing industry usually
evolves rather than revolutionizes, but
the Horizontal Shaft Impactor (HSI) has
revolutionized the crushing process in
numerous industries.
Read more on page 40

Explosion Protection
Passive Isolation Valve

Getting the Dust Out:
Sizing and Selecting
Particulate Control
Systems
Page 10

Fike Corp. announces the ValvEx
passive isolation explosion protection solution for dust aspiration and dilute-phase pneumatic
conveying systems. The ValvEx passive explosion isolation
valve is designed to prevent flame and pressure propagation through interconnected pipes, ducts, or conveying
lines to additional process equipment or operating locations. Fike has defined the dominant explosion parameters
that affect flame and pressure propagation in a vented
vessel-pipeline system. A correlation between venting
parameters and valve performance was found, and the
conditions under which valves fail was identified.
Fike Corp., Blue Springs, MO 816-229-3405
www.fike.com

Static Dissipative
Polyurethane Hose
This new, clear, and lightweight,
static dissipative polyurethane hose can
replace heavier PVC and polyethylene
conductive hoses in many fume and
dust collection applications. Flexaust
Flx-Thane LD-SD static dissipative polyurethane hose is clear, highly flexible, and compressible,
making it ideally suited for a wide range of dust collection
and fume extraction applications. Featuring the inherent
abrasion resistance and superior tear strength of polyurethane, this lightweight hose is reinforced with a bronze
coated spring wire helix. The hose is manufactured from
FDA-approved materials.
Flexaust, Warsaw, IN 800-343-0428 www.flexaust.com
Official Publication of
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Getting the Dust Out: Sizing
and Selecting Particulate
Control Systems

S

By Richard Saab, Amec Foster Wheeler

Selecting and sizing an appropriate air filtration
system involves more than use of an engineering formula. In choosing between baghouses and
cartridge collectors, air filtration system design
engineers must take into account the intended application, the volume being treated, the type of dust
being collected, moisture content, space limitations,
and many other factors.

Patented
locking mechanism
Heavy duty
construction

Differential pressure
magnehelic gauge
Clean air
inspection door

Venturi

Access doors

Collector Types

For a wide variety of industrial processes, pulse
jet baghouses and cartridge collectors are the two
technologies most commonly selected for air filtration. Pulse-jet baghouses have replaced reverse air
and shaker-type bag systems for most large, outdoor
installations, while pleated cartridge collectors are
widely used for compact indoor installations.
Pulse jet baghouses (Figure 1) have been successfully deployed for controlling emissions in the
iron and steel, non-ferrous
Double diaphragm valve
mineral, coal-fired utility,
Clean air plenum
Pulse header
hazardous waste, and wastePulse manifold pipe
Walk-in access
to-energy industries and othClean flow
ers. Pre-engineered designs
provide cost-effective, reliable performance in removing particulate emissions
from industrial processes at
flow rates from 500 to 1 million actual cu ft/min (acfm).
Filter bags, typically 6 in.
in diameter and up to 16 ft
in length, are supported by
steel cages and mounted to a
tubesheet using a “snap ring”
sewn into the bag.
Heavy duty
Cartridge collector systems
housing
(Figure 2) are more comand hopper
construction
pact than baghouse systems,
enabling high collection efficiencies for lower flow rate
applications, often at lower
capital and installation costs.
Unlike pulse-jet filter bags,
cartridges do not require
Figure 1 - Pulse-jet baghouse
cages, and the cartridges can
be removed externally. Cartridge collectors are most
cost effective at flow rates up to 20,000 acfm, and
are routinely used for treating ferrous and nonferrous metals, mining and rock products, and chemical
and food facility dust streams.
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Cartridges
Solid state
pulse timer
Dust discharge system

Perforated inlet
diffusion Baffle

Figure 2 - Cartridge collector showing cartridge removal
through side access doors in housing

Pulse-Jet Baghouse or Cartridge Collector?
How to Choose
When choosing between pulse-jet and cartridge collectors, it’s definitely not one size fits all. While
pulse-jet filter bags and cartridge collectors are similar in terms of how they work, selection depends on
a number of design parameters, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application/process
Type of dust
Air volume
Temperature
Dust loading
Moisture content
Gas composition
Space limitations
Dust explosivity
Capital and life cycle costs

For more challenging applications, such as sticky
dusts, a baghouse is often selected because bag-style
filters are generally more forgiving in releasing difficult dusts than cartridge-style filters. Conversely,
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For cases where the process requirements
could be addressed using either bag or cartridge filters, the choice often comes down
to capital costs. Cartridge collectors are typically more economical up to 20,000 acfm, and
baghouses are typically more economical at
higher flow rates, although there are exceptions. Life-cycle costs also should be considered, such as how often the filters need to be
changed and the cost of replacement filters. In
general, replacement costs for filter bags with
support cages are less than cartridges on a per
unit basis without installation. Pressure drop is
generally the same across the filters, so there
is not much difference in operating costs, depending on the application.
Once a technology is selected, the design
process is not finished. Engineers should pay
special attention to filter selection, filter cleaning system, inlet configuration, flow distribution, and control flexibility to most effectively
match these factors to the intended application. The cost will obviously depend on the
design and features selected. For example, a
PTFE membrane filter might be selected if
required to meet a lower particulate emission
standard, but will increase the overall cost. In
addition, corrosion-resistant materials may be
required for some components of the cleaning system; metal corrosion could eventually
degrade the structural integrity of the filtration
system, which could lead to undesired release
to the surrounding environment.

Right-Sizing for Best Performance
Once the filtration design engineer has decided between a baghouse and a cartridge
collector, he/she can turn his/her attention
to sizing the system. The main sizing criteria
for a baghouse system is the air-to-cloth (A/C)
ratio, which is defined as the amount of air being filtered relative to the amount of filtering
media (see Equation 1 below).
Figure 3 - Baghouse installed on metals processing application

Figure 4 - Cartridge collector mounted in a packaging
plant.
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Air to Cloth Ratio =

Volume (acfm)
Filtration Area (ft2)

The A/C ratio is a feet per minute (fpm)
ratio, and is often referred to as face velocity.
A lower A/C ratio is generally associated with
improved performance. Difficult process applications typically have A/C rations of 3:1 to
4:1, while easier applications have A/C ratios
up to 6:1. If the air filtration system is designed with too high of a ratio, the cost will be
less, but a number of operational issues could
result, such as blinded filters, decreased filter
life, and unit pluggage.
A second sizing factor, the interstitial “can”
velocity, also should be considered for baghouse design. The can velocity is defined as
the upward velocity in between the filters and
will vary by manufacturer depending on the
filter diameter, center-to-center filter spacing,
and distance from filter to wall. A high can
velocity may cause re-entrainment of the dust
after cleaning.
While the A/C ratio is a useful design parameter for systems using cloth filters, it is
not useful for pleated or cartridge filters. If it

were, one could simply add more pleats to an
element to increase the surface area, thereby
lowering the A/C ratio and improving performance. The low air-to-cloth ratio is deceiving,
however, as the tight pleat spacing renders
some of the media useless for filtering. One
common result is dust bridging between the
tighter pleats, which makes it difficult to pulse
the dust out.
Certain applications, such as collecting sugar
dust, need a wide pleat spacing to prevent
dust buildup in between the pleats. This in
turn increases the A/C ratio, but can actually
improve performance. See variations of pleats
shown in Figure 5.

August 2015

when space or headroom is limited, the
compact cartridge collector is often the best
choice.
Baghouses are typically selected when ventilating processes (especially hot applications up
to 500°F), when used as a product collector,
or when handling more difficult dusts (hygroscopic, sticky, etc.). Figure 3 shows a baghouse
installed on a metals processing application.
Cartridge collectors are typically selected
for ventilating storage silos, transfer points,
and general material handling of dusts such as
limestone, cement, and rock products. Because
of their compact design, cartridge collectors
can be mounted directly on silos, transfer
points, and other indoor locations where space
is limited. Figure 4 shows a cartridge collector
mounted in a packaging plant.

11

Figure 5 - Variations in pleats

The proper way to size a cartridge collector,
independent of pleat spacing, is based on cfm
per element (see Equation 2 below).

Element Volume =

Volume (acfm)
Number of Elements

For common applications such as nuisance
dust collection, silos, and transfer points, cartridge type dust collectors should be sized for
300 to 400 cfm per element; for more difficult
applications such as light dusts, a lower value
of 200 to 300 cfm per element can be used; for
simple applications such as air blast rooms, a
higher value of 400 to 500 cfm per element is
acceptable.

While pulse-jet filter bags and
cartridge collectors are similar
in terms of how they work,
selection depends on a number
of design parameters.
Cartridge collectors typically feature a conventional vertical design. Horizontal cartridge
collectors are sometimes specified, but it’s important to recognize that only one-half of the
cartridge may be used for filtering. The dust
piles up on the top half of the cartridge, while
the lower half doesn’t see the dust due to poor
air flow distribution. As the dust is pulsed off
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and lands on the filters below,
or is blown into the pleats of the
lower elements, the impacted
pleats are no longer available for
filtering. Despite the fact that not
all of the filter media is being utilized, some manufacturers may
specify a misleadingly low A/C
ratio.
For sizing pleated filters, face
velocity, in feet per minute (fpm),
can also be used, which gives
another measure of the volume
per element. For a 12.75-in.-diam
cartridge, the face velocity is calculated as follows (see Equation 3
and 4 below).
Cartridge Face Area = Circumference x Length
= 12 3/4” π x 36”
= 10.0 f t2
Element Volume
Cartridge Face Area
277 acfm
=
10.0 f t 2
= 27.7 fpm

Face Velocity =

Powder & Bulk Solids

Proportional to air-to-cloth ratios, cartridge collector face velocities for common applications
should be in the following ranges:
for difficult applications, 20 to 30
fpm; for normal applications, 30
to 40 fpm; and for easier applications, 40 to 50 fpm.

Case Studies
Case studies can help illustrate
the various factors involved in
successfully selecting and sizing
an air filtration system.
Case Study 1 involves a potash
mine ventilating various processes,
including drying, screening, compaction, and loading/unloading.
Table 1 describes the process
conditions for the dryer; in this
case study, the air filtration system will be ventilating the dryer
directly, handling the product
rather than waste.

Application

Potash dust

Volume

30,000 acfm

Temperature

50–320 F

Inlet pressure
Inlet loading
Moisture

–3 inches water gauge
5–10 grains/
cubic foot

the A/C ratio made the baghouse
more cost effective.
Case Study 2 involves indoor
dust collection from a potash
storage bin, in which the filtration system is not intended to
collect product, but to maintain
negative pressure in the bin
(with exhaust fan), especially
during loading operations. Table
2 describes the process conditions for this application.

10–12%

Table 1: Potash Dryer Conditions

In this case, the application
engineer selected a filter baghouse over a cartridge collector.
The main factors guiding this
selection were that the dust was
hygroscopic and any moisture
present would make it difficult
to clean off a pleated filter; the
inlet loading was moderate; and

Application
Volume
Temperature
Inlet pressure
Inlet loading
Moisture

Potash dust
4,000 acfm
Ambient
N/A
<1 grains/cubic foot
1–2%

Table 2: Potash Storage Bin Conditions

In this case, the application
engineer selected a cartridge collector. The main reasons behind
this selection were that this was
more of a nuisance dust application than a process application;
the moisture content was low; the
unit was indoors; the inlet loading
was light; and the air volume to
size ratio made the cartridge collector more cost effective.
Table 3 depicts the type of comparison that an application engi-

Baghouses and
cartridge collectors are
both proven, useful
solutions for a variety of
applications, including
industrial ventilation.

The BEST airlock? YOURS.

neer may make when deciding
between a baghouse and a cartridge collector. The table shows
the costs over a 10-year period for
the bin ventilation application in
Case Study 2. Even though the filter replacement cost is higher for
the cartridge system, the lower
installed cost and lower labor cost
for filter replacement makes it
the most economic choice over
the 10-year period.

Rotary Airlock will customize YOUR airlock
to YOUR speciﬁc application.
We provide SOLUTIONS for:
F F 
F F 
FF F 


Bottom Line

Rotary Airlock has been in business since 1995
and we’ve spent that time becoming experts
in the airlock industry.
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In conclusion, baghouses and
cartridge collectors are both
proven, useful solutions for a
variety of applications, including
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Flow Rate
(ACFM)

Cartridge Collector
Pulse–Jet Bag Filter

4,000
4,000

August 2015

Filter Device

Air to
Cartridge/
Cloth Ratio
(cfm/element)
(acfm/ft2)
333
5:1
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Filters
Installed

Total
Installed
Cost*

Filter Unit
Replacement
Cost

Changeout
Frequency
(years)

Filter
Changeout
Labor Cost

10–Year
Operating
Cost

12
49

$18,000
$24,000

$1,800
$1,500

2
2

$200
$800

$10,000
$11,500

Table 3: Operating Cost Comparison

*including typical accessories.
industrial ventilation. But these
technologies should be evaluated
and sized carefully, considering
the many factors associated with
a particular application. Air-tocloth ratio, for example – which
is often thought of as the go-to
sizing equation for air filtration
– is more applicable to baghouse
system design than cartridge collection system design. As stated
earlier, when choosing between
the different particulate collection options, each application is
unique. Using the design guidelines described above will help
achieve optimal performance and
maximum filter life.
Richard Saab is product leader
with Amec Foster Wheeler. Amec
Foster Wheeler purchased the assets of the former Wheelabrator Air
Pollution Control Co. from Siemens
Environmental Systems and
Services in 2014. For more information, Saab can be reached at
richard.saab@amecfw.com.
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Check out our
Dust Collection
& Air Pollution
Control
Equipment Zone
for the latest
articles
and news
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Alternatives to
conventional welded
pipe systems
Piping solutions utilizing
non-welded piping
technologies and
cold bent piping offer
reductions in fabrication
and commissioning
time while improving
workplace safety, writes
Brian Smith

S

ince the invention of the first

(beveled) to approximately 37.5° in order to

commercial

oxyacetylene

accommodate the weld bead and assure a

welding torch and the coated

strong joint. Butt welds are commonly used

metal electrode in the early 20th

in severe service applications where the

century, welding has become

weld joint must be able to withstand higher

the predominant method for

pressures.

joining metals and fabricating pipe systems.

Less

severe

applications

enable

the

Welded pipe systems can be found in nearly

use of more economical slip-on flanges.

every industry that relies on the movement

Slip-on flanges require less accuracy in

of process streams at elevated pressure or

cutting/beveling the pipe or fittings, but two

temperature.

circumferential fillet welds are required to

For certain applications, however, welded

attach the flange – one at the pipe outside

systems may no longer represent the most

diameter and one on the flange face. This

effective or economic choice. Piping solutions

necessitates refacing after welding. Slip-on

using non-welded connections and cold

flanges are standard in most 150-pound and

bent piping offer significant value through

300-pound flange classes.

reductions in fabrication and commissioning
time, while improving workplace safety.

For piping systems containing small bore
(two-inch NPS or smaller) piping and fittings,

The most common joint employed in

socket weld flanges and fittings are often used.

fabricating welded pipe systems is the

These typically require one fillet weld per joint

circumferential butt weld. Butt welding is

(two joints per fitting). Construction costs are

typically used for weld neck and lap joint

lower than for butt welding because precise

flange

connections
attaching

the

because

fit-ups and beveling are not required. Socket

neck

welding, however, does not come without

flange or lap joint stub

challenges. Compared to butt welding, socket

end

weld
requires

full

welds have lower resistance to vibration and

penetration welds.

shock. Further, proper weld gapping

For butt welded

to

connections,

penetration

is

the

to

ensure

welds

do

not

pipes,

ends

of

fittings,

obtain

proper

weld

needed

fail

and flanges must
be

chamfered

Figure 1. A complete non-welded piping system with a Parflange F37 connection
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Piping

connections

and

flanges

are

available,

Task

Description

Material prep

Blasting, removal of oils, etc

process. Figure 1 (page 24) shows a complete

Joint prep

For butt welding – beveling of pipe using beveling equipment

non-welded piping system comprising two

Preheat/tack-up

Raising the temperature of the parent steel before welding
slows the cooling rate of the weld and base material providing
greater resistance to fabrication hydrogen cracking

Actual welding & on-site costs

Welder labour, hot work permits, consumable materials
(electrodes, shielding)

Post-weld treatments

Brushing, grinding, passivation and pickling to remove all
imperfections including slag/spatter

bending of pipe and tubing are widely used

Pickling/passivation

Hydrofluoric/nitric acid/citric treatment

in hydraulic systems, providing interconnect

Nondestructive examination
(NDE)

Radiography, magnetic particle, liquid dye penetrant

such as through the use of an orbital flaring

90° cold bends combined with a Parflange
F37 non-welded connection. This non-welded
connection can be used for ½-inch to 10inch pipe sizes at pressures up to 6000 psi/
420 bar.
The Parflange F37 technology and the cold

piping

between

hydraulic

power

units,

actuators, valve stands, accumulator banks,
motors and grease/lubrication points. It can

Table 1. Tasks associated with welding

be field-fabricated, pre-fabricated, or some
combination of both. For streamlined piping
prematurely due to shear stresses induced

Notably, the double-90° configuration also

installations

(minimizing

into the fillet during the welding/cooling

presents operational concerns because the

piping

can

process.

90° elbows impart abrupt flow changes and

delivered to the job site ready for installation,

associated pressure losses.

reducing on-site installation time compared to

To different extents, both butt welding and
fillet welding impose procedures and costs

kits

be

field

assembly),

pre-fabricated

and

field welded systems. In addition, the Parflange

that cannot be avoided. For example, welded

Viable alternative

F37 system has been tested in compliance

joints between straight tubes and elbows

There is a viable alternative to weld fittings

with the design requirements of ASME B31.1

often require the prevention or removal of heat

that is routinely in power and industrial

and ASME B31.3.

‘tint’ around the weld. Tint removal is typically

applications: cold bending. Cold bends can

The heat exchanger system in Figure 2

accomplished using mechanical or chemical

provide a cleaner solution to addressing

shows seven pre-fabricated pipe assemblies

methods or, for best corrosion resistance, acid

directional flow changes in piping systems

incorporating cold bent tubing and Parflange

pickling, introducing an extra processing step

without limiting the design to the use of ‘off the

F37 connections. On this piping system, nearly

and additional handling concerns.

shelf’ 90°, 45°, and 22½° degree fittings.

40 welds were eliminated.

The welding process involves much more

Powered benders are commonly used
piping/mechanical

contractors

The

benefits

of

non-welded

piping

than the physical act of striking an arc and

by

and

technology are summarized in Table 2, ranging

applying the weld bead. There are many pre-

fabrication shops. Modern CNC controlled

from reduced preparation and inspection

and post-weld tasks that often have to be

pipe and tube benders are now being used

time to a safer work environment.

performed to produce a structurally sound

to provide more accurate and repeatable

joint (see Table 1). Each of these can add time

pipe fabrication in the shop environment for

and labour.

pre-fabrication.

Material-specific

bending

For example, consider the double-90°

parameters and pipe spool co-ordinates

piping system, which contains two socket-

are programmed into the bending software,

welded elbow connections and one welded

allowing the CNC bender to provide a

straight coupling. Six welds are required for this

complete and repeatable pipe spool after

configuration (two per fitting). Total installed

loading in a cut-to-length pipe. CNC benders

costs would need to account for surface

also can be equipped with mandrel bending

preparation, welding time, nondestructive

capabilities

examination,

post-weld

supporting ball or plug mandrel is attached

pickling and passivation. For a high-pressure

to a rigid steel rod, supporting the tube or

installation requiring Schedule 80/160 piping,

pipe as it is bent providing extra support and

welding time per joint can exceed two hours.

resistance to wrinkling, collapsing and ovality

cleaning,

and

wherein

an

inside

diameter

at the bend.
The elimination of weld fittings, however,
only addresses part of the challenge in
fabricating a viable piping scheme. Piping
systems also must account for service breaks
and
Two butt weld SAE hydraulic flanges
being aligned prior to final installation

www.PowerEngineeringInt.com
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equipment

accomplished

connectivity

through

a

–

weld

typically
flange.

Mechanical flange alternatives to welded

Phastite
PMAF non-welded fittings
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Piping

Benefit

Value

Eliminate welding

Reduced preparation and fabrication time for joints; no costly
weld inspections (NDE); no costs for welding electrodes and
shielding

No post-weld cleaning

No acid cleaning (pickling/passivation) costs; minimized safety
risk from open flame

No weld-induced stresses

Longer pipe lifetime; reduced maintenance costs associated with
weld fatigue, improper welding processes, and corrosion

No ‘hot work’ permits required

Installation permissible in areas with fire risk without interrupting
production; reduced downtime costs; increased safety in
controlled shop environment

Figure 2. Heat exchanger with cold bent
tubing and Parflange F37 connections

Phastite fittings are axially swaged to the

Shop pre-fabrication vs field
welding

Shorter installation time and downtime

Cleanliness

Less contamination potential reduces need for repairs and
replacement of hydraulic system components such as pumps,
valves and cylinders; reduced overall flushing time and
associated costs

collar is axially engaged to the fitting body

Modular

Easy to dismantle, re-assemble and modify the piping system

A precise amount of pipe compression is

Health, safety & environmental

Reduced air monitoring and personal protective equipment
requirements; reduced worker exposure to open flame and
fugitive emissions: no chemical cleaning waste disposal cost

pipe using a bench-mounted attachment
tool.
During pipe attachment, the Phastite
as radial fitting teeth are locked to the pipe.
achieved through the radial force and axial
load, providing a permanent connection in a
matter of minutes.
Phastite connections are highly resistant

Table 2. Benefits of non-welded piping technology

to pressure cycling, vibration, and external
loading that occur in high-pressure fluid
power/hydraulic systems.

Piping systems in the oil and gas industry

costs, and minimize potential chromium

The time savings associated with PMAFs

have historically relied on welded pipe

exposure. PMAFs can be designed for use with

enable manufacturers to use their scarce

and fittings for interconnecting hydraulic

three-quarter-inch to two-inch ASTM A312 type

welding

components

valves,

300 Series stainless steel pipe in schedules 40/

requirements such as structural and large

accumulators, motors, reservoirs, and filters. For

STD, 80/XH, 160, and XXS (double extra heavy

bore piping.

severe applications such as subsea hydraulic

duty).

such

as

pumps,

resources

on

critical

welding

Whereas an acceptable weld on a two-

systems, heavy duty (schedule 160) and extra-

For example, Phastite is a patent-pending

inch 6000-pound class socket weld fitting

heavy duty (XXS) pipe and fittings are used to

axially-swaged PMAF pipe fitting technology

can take up to two hours to weld per joint

withstand both internal and external pressures

that enables permanent connections to

(not including inspection and flushing time),

at depth. Multi-pass socket and butt welds are

off-the-shelf

a similar PMAF can be fitted in about 10

typically used for these connections.

system

pipe. The

minutes, achieving the same functional result

an

10,000 psi at subsea depths of 15,000 feet

and working pressure. Significant gains in

alternative in these applications as well.Axially-

(4570 metres). These systems are tested

productivity are possible through the use of

swaged permanent mechanical attached

in

F1387

Phastite PMAFs; for this example, the number of

fittings (PMAFs) can reduce installation time,

requirements and meet the requirements of

two-inch schedule 80 connections completed

improve

ASME B31.1 and B31.3.

per day could increase from eight to 24.

connections

throughput, reduce

provide

weld-related

withstand

accordance

with

pressures

Phastite
to

Non-welded

can

schedule

most

ASTM

up

Piping solutions utilizing non-welded piping
technologies and cold bent piping offer

60

significant value to clients through reductions

50

in fabrication and commissioning time while

40

improving workplace safety.

30

scheduled outages are well suited for non-

Time-sensitive

welded piping systems as the planning,

20

fabrication, installation, and commissioning of

10

piping systems are significant cost and time
drivers for capital construction projects.

0
1”Sch 80

1” Sch XXS

2” Sch 80*

2” Sch XXS
Brian Smith is Business Development Manager
at Parker Hannifin Corporation

Pipe Welds

Phastite Connections
Source: Parker Hannifin
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ENERGY STORAGE

Integrating
Energy
Storage

C

BY LOU LAMBRUSCHI

alifornia may soon become the U.S. leader in
energy storage spurred
by the 2013 California
Public Utility Commission (CPUC) mandate that the state’s
three largest public utilities have 1,325
MW of electricity storage in service by
2024. These projects are necessary in order for the state to meet its goal of having
50 percent of its electricity produced by
renewables by 2030. The goal is ambitious and does have its risks.
“Advancing and Maximizing the Value
of Energy Storage Technology: A California Roadmap,” was released on Dec. 31,
2014. It is the result of the collaboration of
the California Independent System Operator, the CPUC, and the California Energy Commission plus the input of over
400 stakeholders to identify those priority issues “…that need to be addressed
include[ing] refining existing [energy
storage] products and driving new ones
to market; reducing costs of metering and
connection; and creating a predictable
and transparent process for commercializing and connecting storage projects.”
The Roadmap includes a long list of
policy and tariff structure issues that must
be resolved if manufacturers and developers are to invest adequately to achieve
the state’s renewable goal at the scale and
prices required. The time for California,
as well as other ISOs, to adopt energy storage as a means for managing grid operations, particularly to mitigate the impact
24
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ENERGY STORAGE
OPTIONS

Energy storage technology providers
can optimize the economic value of their
investment by providing multiple services, supported with a suitable tariff and
revenue streams. A single energy storage
facility might provide and be compensated for a combination of applications including:
1. Renewables integration. Stored
of intermittent renewable (solar and electricity may be dispatchable in order
wind) generation resources, has arrived.
to offset the effects of highly intermittent
Other states, such as New York, Tex- renewable generation by providing rampas, and Washington have or are in the rate control for “smoothing, firming, and
process of removing similar regulatory time-shifting output, principally of wind
barriers, often by redeand solar, while
fining energy storage “The time for
avoiding system levas a qualified energy
el integration costs,”
California, as well
generation technology
according to a CPUS
as
other
ISOs,
to
and requiring inclustaff study (CPUC
sion of energy storage adopt energy
Rulemaking 10-12in utility integrated storage as a means
007).
resource plans. At the
2. Ancillary Serfor
managing
grid
national level, the Fedvices.
Ancillary
eral Energy Regulatory operations has
services are required
Commission’s Order arrived.”
to maintain grid staNo. 792 has clarified
bility and security.
that devices “for storage for later injection They include such things as frequency
of electricity” as Small Generators, and control, reliability controls, and spinning
included them into its fast track intercon- reserves. Traditionally power plant gennection procedures, which will help stan- erators have provided these services, but
dardize energy storage interconnections generators are often to slow to react to
to the grid.
changes in the grid, and are less efficient
In Canada, the Government of On- when compared to a BESS.
tario’s Long Term Energy Plan calls for
• Frequency Regulation. The BESS
a total of 50 MW of storage capacity
may be used to ensure that the grid
but for a slightly different reason than
frequency stays within a specified
California. According to the National
range. The frequency provided by the
Resource Council Canada (NRC) Enerelectrical grid moves due to a misgy Storage for Grid Security and Modmatch between electricity demand
ernization initiative, Canada wishes to
and power generation. The utility
use energy storage technologies to help
will send a signal (typically every
defer the costs of transmission and disfour seconds) to the BESS, asking the
tribution system renovation while also
BESS to either charge or discharge,
stabilizing the intermittent nature of
bringing the frequency back to its
renewable energy and enabling peak
nominal value.
shaving and arbitrage.
• Reactive Power and Voltage
www.power-eng.com

Control. Reactive power can be used
to compensate for voltage drops, but
must be provided closer to the load
to increase the advantage of lower
currents, and improved efficiencies.
• Spinning Reserve. This represents a
reserve capacity used to help maintain output during a generator failure or unexpected transmission loss,
which might otherwise cause power
reductions to customers. Keeping
generator capacity online but unloaded wastes fuel and causes unwanted air emissions. A BESS can be
made available in microseconds, and
can take the place of conventional
spinning reserve generation and improve system efficiency.
3. Peak Shaving. Energy storage on
the customer’s side of the meter can be
used to flatten demand spikes by charging
during off-peak periods, and discharging
during periods of peak demand lowering
utility demand charges for the facility. .
4. Energy Arbitrage. A BESS may be

used to purchase of electricity during
low purchase cost periods and resell the
stored electricity during high-cost periods, allowing the storage owner to profit
from the difference in price.
5. Black Start. A BESS can provide
balance of plant power needed for a plant
restart.
Technology suppliers and system developers view the ability to provide multiple services from a single plant as a huge
benefit and an economic opportunity. For
example, a BESS might supply ancillary
services to the wholesale market at other
times providing reliability services to the
local grid or peak shaving services for a
large end user. The challenge for the market is to define the true economic benefit,
and if possible, get paid for it.
The technology is available but electric
utilities don’t have the modeling tools
that fully value the contribution that energy storage systems offer to the wholesale market, nor do they know how to
price the true benefits of these services

Batteries

The 98MW Laurel Mountain Wind Farm uses battery energy storage to optimize energy sold
into PJM and to provide regulation services.
Source: AES Energy Storage LLC

www.power-eng.com
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to the rest of the system. It’s difficult to
participate in an energy market when the
market rules haven’t been fully understood or established or written, but this is
changing and now a focus.
Writing tariffs that address the multiuse potential of BESS and how the operation of a BESS might be economically
optimized is complicated. Each project
must address site-specific needs as well as
conform to the requirements of the local
energy markets so conflict in priorities is
to be expected. For example, a BESS may
earn a higher economic return with energy arbitrage during periods of extremely
high demand instead of providing desperately needed ancillary services. Proper
tariff design and interconnection constraints are perhaps the only real impediment remaining to the rapid expansion of
BESS installations

ENERGY STORAGE
IN ACTION
The 98MW Laurel Mountain Wind
Farm, owned by AES Energy Storage LLC and located on a mountain
top, near Belington, West Virginia, is
an example of a multi-use BESS. The
32MW/8MWh grid-connected BESS
and AES uses its Storage Operating System (sOS) to optimize electricity sales
into the market. The plant also supplies
frequency regulation and grid stability
services to the PJM market, which adds
an important second revenue stream to
the owners. The plant can also moderate the ramp rate of the plant electricity
production.
Laurel Mountain thus far has operated with over 95 percent availability
and has been consistently the low cost
provider of regulation service in the
region. The project is a collaboration
of AES Wind Generation, AES Energy
Storage, battery manufacturer A123
Systems, and power conversion system
(PCS) supplier Parker Hannifin Energy Grid Tie Division (Parker). Power
generated by the facility is sold to PJM.
25
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A Grid-Connected BESS With Batteries
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A typical grid connected BESS with batteries and bidirectional PCS inverters to manage the effects of high
peak demand, grid instability, and the unpredictable nature of renewable resources is illustrated.
Source: Parker Hannifin, Energy Grid Tie Division

When commissioned in Oct. 2011, it
was the largest lithium-ion BESS in the
world (Figure 1 on page 25).
Prior to this installation, Parker supplied AES Energy Storage with a PCS
for a 12 MW BESS installation at AES
Gener’s Norgener plant, the Los Andes
Substation that provides critical backup services to the electric grid in northern Chile. The backup service was installed to provide grid stability services
to the mining operations in the region.
Grid operator CDEC-SING has recognized Los Andes as one of the best performing spinning reserve units in the
region. The plant is used both as a generation and a grid stability resource.
“As one of the largest power generators in Chile, we’re consistently looking for ways to unlock [the] value of
our existing plants while maintaining
grid reliability and flexibility,” said Felipe Ceron, CEO of AES Gener. “Since
2009, we’ve been working with AES
Energy Storage to free up generating
capacity at our Norgener plant by employing a battery-based installation to
meet the power system’s obligations for
26

spinning reserve.” Los Andes has been
in commercial operation for nearly
three years.

THE BRAIN OF BESS
The battery energy storage system
consists of two main parts: battery
modules and the accompanying Battery Management System (BMS), and
a PCS used to enable the interface of
the batteries to the grid. Individual
battery cells are connected in a series/
parallel arrangement in order to obtain
the desired nominal voltage for highest
efficiency and required storage capacity. The PCS is a bidirectional power
conversion device (inverter), enabling
AC power from the grid to be converted to DC to charge the batteries in a
controlled manner, and discharge DC
battery power to feed AC power onto
the grid (Figure 2).
The PCS must produce electricity
that can be synchronized with the grid
frequency and have a stable output, in
effect disguising itself to the grid as a
stable synchronous generator. It must
also be capable of performing a smooth

transition when used as a power backup system. Other components within
the PCS are responsible for physically connecting to the grid and battery
system, as well as for protection, detection, power quality, safety, and interfacing with the (SCADA) signaling
to and from the utility. Integral harmonic filters are used to deliver pure
sine wave power well within IEEE519
guidelines for total harmonic distortion. The PCS provides automated sequenced shutdown and disconnection
under power loss in compliance with
IEEE 1547 guidelines or can be configured to function in island mode, providing backup power for an isolated
microgrid plant.
In addition to simply charging and
discharging batteries, many systems
provide an important extra benefit–
providing both real and reactive power
(VAR support). This capability provides
the ability for the BESS to grid support
and voltage regulation. Firmware and
programmability in the PCS allows for
flexibility of control and operating autonomy. If PCS contains the algorithms
www.power-eng.com
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Power Conversion System

3

The Parker 890GTS/GTB is used on solar as well as BESS energy storage systems. The enclosure
houses the PCS and thermal management systems for a BESS size up to 2 MW.

Source: Parker Hannifin, Energy Grid Tie Division

for real and reactive power management,
it can eliminate or reduce the responsibility of external site management by the utility. A well-designed PCS will also include
robust LVRT (low voltage ride-through),
HVRT (high voltage ride-through), and
FRT (frequency ride-through) support
over a wide range of operating conditions
during critical events.

BESS DESIGN FEATURES
A BESS is often installed outdoor
in remote and environmentally hostile regions, like those installed in the
deserts of Chile or in the salt spray of
a coastal area. In these environments,
thermal protection and modular designs are important considerations. An
energy storage system only produces
revenue for its user when it is on line
and providing its intended services,
whether that is frequency regulation,
VAR support, power backup, arbitrage,
or used as a Microgrid.
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Heat is the enemy of electronics. The
key to a reliable installation is good
thermal management in order to protect inverters, batteries, and ancillary
components. Cooling system design in
grid-tie inverters traditionally has relied
on air or liquid water-glycol cooling.
Air-cooling has low heat exchange efficiency and can consume a lot of energy. Chilled water-glycol requires a substantial volume of liquid to be pumped
through the system, which consumes
significant space and power, and raises concerns about corrosion and other
maintenance issues.
A better option is closed-loop evaporative cooling. In this type of system a
refrigerant such as R134a is circulated
at low pressure through the thermally
critical components inside the PCS. As
heat from the components transfers to
the refrigerant, it partially evaporates,
with the resulting vapor sent to a condenser. Using outside air, the vapor

then condenses to a liquid form and
returns to the holding reservoir, where
it is again pumped through the components. This method of cooling has
proven to be very efficient, requiring
much less liquid flow than in a water/
glycol system. This allows for a higher
power density, and lower auxiliary power requirements, and longer system life.
Real-time temperature monitoring at
crucial points throughout the PCS provides preemptive notification of thermal issues. This form of system cooling
has a tremendous advantage over more
traditional air or liquid cooling systems.
Using this design, Parker has reduced
the enclosure size to two thirds compared to its competition (Figure 3).
The modular design approach chosen by Parker includes other benefits;
the two most valuable are scalability
and system redundancy. Scalability
allows for the expansion of a base system for future state conditions. In some
cases, a small trial system has been installed, which is easily expanded once
the concept is demonstrated and proven. In others, availability of funding
has dictated building in stages. Also,
additional systems can be added to respond to the need for additional grid
stability and VAR support. Another advantage is when tariffs are established
in the future for new services, additional modules could add new revenue
streams at existing plants.
Modular design on the inside of the
PCS also offers the benefit of maximum up-time by virtue of low MTTR
(mean time to repair). Interchangeable spare phase modules containing
power semiconductors and all related
circuitry can be stocked on site, where
plant technicians can quickly diagnose
a failure and replace a module without
requiring a service call from the factory. Redundant fan motors and cooling
pumps mean one component can fail,
while allowing the system to continue
to function.
www.power-eng.com

